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Hello! Bonjour!



WORK



Faced with competitive pressure and a need to be more efficient, the 
client launched a company-wide initiative to digitize internal processes.  
This meant introducing a systemic approach to opportunity 
identification and product or process redesign based on Design Thinking 
methods to be used onward by internal talent.

- I worked closely with the team leading the Digital Transformation 
effort to identify the internal processes and challenges presenting the 
largest potential operational efficiency opportunities.   

- I aligned with business stakeholders on constraints and requirements 
- I coached a group of product owners, designers, and user researchers 

on how to run Design Thinking workshops from research and 
preparation to validation and business case reporting

- I taught by example by running two design sprints to expose the 
format, then advised on two additional ones

- I gained the trust of the Director of user experience and set her up 
for success internally

- I delivered a playbook on how to run Design Thinking workshops, 
tailored to the specific needs and imperatives of the client

TOP OFFICE SERVICES COMPANY
Coaching a cross-disciplinary team on design-thinking as part of a company-wide digital transformation

What I learned:

Design Sprints are essential accelerators of a Digital Transformation initiative



UNICEF manages over 200 websites, from their global portal 
(www.unicef.org) to country or campaign specific sites. To increase content 
publishing efficiency as well as brand adherence, UNICEF needed to deploy 
simultaneously a new content management system and a redesign of their 
ecosystem.

- I researched end-user and content publisher needs. I reviewed site 
analytics and interviewed global, regional, and country teams to identify 
the main content needs and the most important pain points of the 
current publishing workflows and rules.

- Leveraging our client’s content strategy,  I aligned the purpose of each 
type of content to be published with end-user needs and institution 
objectives, leading to a slimmed down set of page templates, CMS 
content types, and design modules

- Working with a team of visual designers, I created a flexible and 
responsive design system based on the principles of atomic design

- I translated publishing rules and workflows into user stories to be used 
by developers and business owners

- I designed a navigation structure for the ecosystem that significantly 
simplified production and maintenance of content

- I wrote a wiki and conducted work sessions remotely to train the 
publishing team on how to use the CMS

UNICEF
Redesigning the user and content publishing experiences of the UNICEF website ecosystem

What I learned:
Articulating the purpose of the elements of the design system provided designers, 

developers and content publishers with the necessary rationale to better do their work



UNICEF: ADDITIONAL DELIVERABLES
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Design system modules were designed in three sizes 
(desktop, tablet. mobile)

Page templates were annotated and explained



RMS is the leader in large catastrophe modeling for 
the insurance industry.  Its main product, the 
RMS(one) cloud-based platform, supports modelers, 
analysts and risk managers in making key pricing and 
investment decisions.

RMS originally wanted only a few key screens to be 
redesigned to simplify document management tasks.  
I worked on cleaner page layouts, introducing icons, 
and improving page-level usability.  In parallel, I 
identified key navigational issues that undermined 
flow and task completion.  Working closely with the 
VP of product management, I pushed forward a 
more extensive product and UX strategy plan for 
the company that addressed these issues and helped 
prioritize product features from a user-centric 
perspective.

RMS
Redesigning a data-intensive risk-management platform for insurance companies

interactive prototypes

improved layouts and visuals

What I learned:

Careful execution of details makes a good foundation for tackling 

tougher UX issues



RMS: ADDITIONAL DELIVERABLES
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user role/task mapping

visualizations of improved user paths

from

to



CHASE 360
Designing a 360 degree view of the customer across lines of business to deliver better 
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Chase customer service specialists could only view 
customer information relevant to the line of business that 
they served.  A customer calling to contest a credit card 
transaction would not be alerted of a late auto loan 
payment or of an issue on their checking account.

Working with representatives from every line of business 
at Chase in an Agile process, I led a team of designers to 
deliver assets needed by business managers and 
developers to align on features and build the product:

- functional prototypes and wireframes to build consensus 
and define product requirements

- a visual design system flexible and scaleable enough to 
meet the needs of the Agile development team

- contributions to user stories, UATs, and demos

- a living prototype showing future features (multiple 
sprints ahead of development) to share product vision 
with stakeholders

What I learned:

UX strategy and agile development are not as incompatible as some make it 
sound as long as you lay a good foundation and stay open to change



1. Driving insights from user 
research, and focusing on the 
accounts screen, I designed a few 
options. I ran user tests to select 
how much information to display 
by default and to validate the 
overall product concept. 

2. Using call center data, I refined the 
information to be shown in the 
default screens,  and helped the 
team prioritize the features to 
build first.  The prototype was 
updated and used in steering 
committee meetings to support 
the business case.

3. In following releases,  the most 
important stories and epics (e.g., 
seeing the customer’s contact 
history) were added to the 
prototype, to build alignment 
among the lines of business and to 
be tested with users. 

CHASE 360
Using a living prototype to test the concept with users and to build support among business 

Top	Retail	call	reasons Answer	in	summary	screen?

Deposits	on	Hold Yes
Account	Balance	/	Available	Credit Yes

Debit	Card	Fraud Yes
Overdra:	Inquiry Yes

Debit	Card	Replacement Yes

Fraud Yes

Disputes One	click	away

Account	Info	/	Terms One	click	away

TransacDon	History One	click	away

hFps://
projects.invisionapp.com/
share/XZF28ABQD

collapsed rows expanded rows



KAAYASOFT
Partnering with a startup to design their first product

There is a lot riding on the quality and 
usability of the user interface of a 
startup’s first product. Making sure the 
user experience is self-explanatory and 
sets itself apart from competition is of 
foremost importance.  Working closely 
with the CEO and Product Marketing 
Manager of KaayaSoft, as well as with 
front-end developers, we refined 
requirements, helped simplify flows and 
features, and provided a fresh visual 
design for the KardGuard MVP.

This project was successful thanks to 
frequent in-person worksessions with 
the client and a regular pace of reviews 
with a small independent team of 
designers working in tight 
collaboration.

What I learned:
How to promote collaboration and provide direction 

without being part of every discussion and instead 

choosing when to intervene and bring the team together



SKILLS



USER RESEARCH

Prepared and analyzed results of focus groups 
for multiple projects

Led contextual inquiries, walkthroughs and 
one-on-one interviews

Wrote scripts and managed usability testing 
on numerous occasions. Moderated usability 
testing sessions for many projects

Performed heuristic evaluations and UI 
critiques

Conducted competitive analyses

Led user, client and stakeholder interviews
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focus group 
participants’ 
drawings of the 
refinance process

heuristic 
evaluation 
results 
matrix

file:///Users/sophie/Documents/personal/SHENRYDESIGN/POPMoney_HE_Findings_Recs.pdf


PERSONAS & JOURNEYS
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UX & IA
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PLANNING & DIRECTING

I enjoy helping teams design the roadmap and 
steps to a successful UX strategy.  There is no 
magic recipe, each team must find the 
processes and objectives that work for their 
specific case. 

I have experience:

With Agile, Lean UX, Waterfall, and Pair 
Design methodologies

Bringing together teams of specialists or 
multi-skilled individuals

Directing UX designers, visual designers, 
copywriters, front-end developers, 
researchers, and business analysts

Producing roadmaps, infographics, reports, 
strategy documents, and executive 
presentations
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file:///Users/sophie/Documents/personal/SHENRYDESIGN/Portfolio/BOTW_GAPS.png
file:///Users/sophie/Documents/personal/SHENRYDESIGN/Portfolio/BOTW_UCD.png


WORKSHOP FACILITATION

I believe in design thinking and in the power of 
bringing cross-functional team members 
together in design sprints

I have experience preparing and facilitating 
workshops ranging from a few hours to a 
week and from three to 35 participants

I use different methods and activities 
appropriate for the team I am working with 
to ideate, prioritize, build empathy, or define 
challenges and align on solutions. 
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LEADERSHIP

10 ways to improve your UX now
Slideshare presentation; 1,718 views

UX without documentation (l’UX 
sans documentation) 

Presented at FLUPA UX day in Paris, Sept 19, 2014

Interactive 1, CCA
Taught an interactive design class in the Graphic Design 
Program of the California College of the Arts

UX-PM Certification 
Taught and contributed to the UX-PM Certification course 
materials, an international training program for professionals 
interested in managing UX projects

User-Centered Design, SFSU 
Gave a lecture as part of the Digital Project Management 
course, Multimedia Studies Program, at San Francisco State 
University 18

http://www.slideshare.net/comradeagency/comrade-thinking-uxtips2014
http://www.slideshare.net/comradeagency/ux-without-documentation

